# RESULTS RESULTS SHEET

**Branch:** MASTER OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS  
**Course:** M.C.A. IV SEM  
**Exam Period:** Regular Examinations (2013-14 Batch.)  
**Date:** JUNE/JULY 2015

|-------|---------|------------|----------|-----------|----------------|-------------|-------------|-------------------|------------|----------|----------|------  
| 1     | 13761F0001 | C          | B        | B         | A+           | B            | A+          | A                | C          | A+       | A        | 2.95  
| 2     | 13761F0002 | C+         | B        | C         | A+           | C+           | A+          | A                | E          | A        | A        | 2.8   
| 3     | 13761F0003 | D          | B        | C+        | B+           | D            | A+          | A                | A          | S        | A        | 2.73  
| 4     | 13761F0004 | B+         | S        | A         | A+           | A            | S           | S                | S          | S        | A+       | 3.62  
| 5     | 13761F0005 | B          | A+       | A         | A+           | B            | S           | S                | S          | S        | A+       | 3.45  
| 6     | 13761F0006 | C          | B+       | A         | B+           | B            | A+          | S                | B          | A        | A        | 3.02  
| 7     | 13761F0008 | C+         | A        | A+        | B+           | C+           | S           | A+               | A          | S        | A+       | 3.23  
| 8     | 13761F0009 | B          | B+       | A         | A            | B            | A+          | A                | B          | B+       | A        | 3.12  
| 9     | 13761F0010 | B+         | A+       | S         | S            | A+           | S           | S                | C          | S        | S        | 3.7   
| 10    | 13761F0011 | A+         | S        | A+        | S            | A            | S           | S                | S          | S        | S        | 3.83  
| 11    | 13761F0012 | F          | C        | C         | B            | C+           | A+          | A                | E          | A        | A        | 2.25  
| 12    | 13761F0013 | F          | A        | B+        | A            | B            | A+          | S                | A          | A+       | A        | 2.83  
| 13    | 13761F0014 | C          | C        | A         | B            | C+           | A+          | A                | A          | A+       | A        | 2.82  
| 14    | 13761F0015 | D          | B+       | B+        | B+           | C            | A+          | A                | A          | S        | A        | 2.94  
| 15    | 13761F0016 | D          | C        | C+        | B            | C            | A+          | A                | E          | A        | A        | 2.5   
| 16    | 13761F0017 | D          | B+       | C         | C+           | D            | S           | A+               | E          | A+       | A+       | 2.58  
| 17    | 13761F0018 | C          | B+       | B         | B            | C            | S           | S                | A          | A        | A+       | 2.88  
| 18    | 13761F0019 | D          | A+       | C+        | B+           | A            | A+          | S                | B          | S        | A+       | 3.07  
| 19    | 13761F0020 | D          | A        | B+        | B+           | A            | S           | S                | S          | S        | A+       | 3.19  
| 20    | 13761F0021 | C+         | A        | B+        | A            | C+           | S           | S                | S          | S        | A+       | 3.22  
| 21    | 13761F0022 | C          | A        | A         | A+           | A            | A            | S                | A          | S        | A        | 3.31  
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